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 Throughout the course of my YLDP experience, I've come to learn numerous essential 

skills and qualities that are necessary for any successful leader to have. I was able to apply these 

skills at the service project which I completed at the Richmond State Supported Living Center, 

where my group and I assisted the organization by repainting and refurbishing old show props 

that have been used repeatedly over the years. We also had the opportunity to personally visit 

some of the mentally challenged patients who live on campus. 

 A couple of important aspects of leadership that I was able to further develop at RSSLC 

were teamwork, communication, and patience. There were many other people there, and to 

maximize our productivity, we worked together and communicated with each other to divide the 

work accordingly and relay our ideas to one other. Painting the props was no easy task, as it was 

not difficult to make a mess or get tired. Our patience led us to deal with one another and 

eventually get the job done. When a problem arised, we knew when to take control and how to 

handle ourselves by asking each other questions. For example, after many hours of physical 

work, we noticed each other getting tired. By discussing with each other methods that would re-

energize us, we collectively chose to play music, something we knew everyone enjoyed and 

would keep us active.  

 Another crucial tip that I was able to apply from YLDP was being aware of my 

humanness, because leaders, thought in high positions, also make mistakes. Many times 

throughout the service project I or someone else would make a small error in delegation of what 

to do- for example, I told a group of people to paint a specific color on one side of a prop when it 

should have been a different color that I didn't know about.  I mistakenly misinformed someone, 

but ultimately it just showed that I was human; no human is perfect. 

 Ultimately, my overall experience volunteering at the Richmond State Supported Living 

Center made me more open-minded and also gave me opportunities to exercise my skills gained 

through YLDP. Not only did I improve my communication skills, but I also learned how to adapt 

to the needs of a team and have patience for effective leadership. 


